JULY 15, 2018
What is this ECEA Enduro Series Sprint?

The Sprint Format was adopted into the ECEA almost 4 years ago as an alternative event for clubs. In 2017
HMDR held it’s the first ECEA Sprint Enduro as a test bed. The ECEA Youth Jr Series has run this format for a
couple of years. In regards to an old school time keeper Enduro, the Sprint has little in common but to a Check
in / Check out or restart format Enduro, the Sprint has some similarities. The Sprint is basically a set of special
tests run without transfer sections or time keeping, all being located is a central staging area.
HMDR runs 3 Loops or test sections in a clover leaf layout to keep everyone
organized. At HMDR the sections vary from 2.8 miles to 3.7 depending on weather.
HMDR is real PA enduro single track with a couple log roads for a break. We will run
a mixed set of Loops, we call them Red, Blue and Orange. Red is easiest and used
by our Youth. Loop times can be from 7 min, 10min to 20 min. Riders will run
multiple loops depending on class in any order they wish. There is a time limit set to
finish all your loops. It is based 3 or 3.5 hours from when you started. So you have to
keep track of time and laps from the electronic scoring. 2 large displays are in the
staging area. Last year most guys had enough time to finish. There is plenty of seat
time at this sprint.

Now for the specifics of this event
Get up to date info at www.ECEA.org Entry form, Flyer posted there and at www.HMDR.org



















You Need to be an AMA Member
You must be a 2018 ECEA Enduro Series Member, it is required to use the Pre entry also. $10 get it here.
Hare Scramble membership doesn’t count. You need Enduro Membership $10 year, $5 day at sign up.
Pre Enter HERE Why Pre enter ? Well it saves you $5 but most of all the sooner you pre enter that timestamp
entitles you to being called up first to start the staging process. You can choose to line up before any post entries.
We have a Morning Race Starting at 9 AM for BSSR, Masters, GM, Legend, Women and C Classes 3 Hrs. The
reason is the loops are short, difficulty and safety . At 12:45 we will run the AA, A, and B Classes for 3.5 hrs.
Sign up will be open at 6:30 am for The Morning Event first. Saturday TBA.
ECEA Enduro Classes are used.
ALL Riders MUST bring their Helmets to sign up, Transponder scoring, you will be issued a number for the day.
PLEASE OBEY the parking attendants as we have a limited area.
THERE IS A $5 Gate fee per vehicle to help with land owner.
Food is available. Please Support them.
Knoebols Amusement Park is 20min away for camping and extra fun.
The Morning Event will get to ride at least 3 test on Red, 3 test on Blue and 1 or 2 on a shortened Orange Test
The Afternoon Events will ride Atleast 3 tests in each section for a Total of 9 tests. Approx 26-32 miles pending.
As mentioned Pre entry will aide in initial staging order, BUT you can ride with anyone, friend etc. start when you
want. Riders are spaced 10 to 15 seconds thru the Ck In. Be mindful of your tests and total time.
You can ride tests in any order, they are all open.
Riding more tests than required are NOT Counted.
Each Loop uses specific colored arrows and ribbon, DO NOT cross trails, you will be DQ no exceptions
GREAT SPECTATING. Work on bike, reset yourself between loops.
Cash pay back to TOP 5 Overall Afternoon riders. Plaques to ALL Classes Top 5

